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The Extended
MAPI library in

Delphi is created
in order to simplify
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MAPI integration in
Delphi

applications. The
library has been

created by a
professional

Delphi
programmer and
with some of its
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functions it can be
considered a

complete solution
to integrate MAPI

functions in Delphi
applications. The
Extended MAPI in

Delphi library
provides clients
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with many
features to access

Microsoft
Exchange Server
mailbox and view
the properties of

MAPI objects such
as Public Folders,
Calendar items,
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Email items,
Contacts items

and so on. It has
been designed to

enable Delphi
clients to create
their own clients

to access
Microsoft
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Exchange Server
mailbox. The

Extended MAPI in
Delphi library also

provides lots of
useful functions
and constants to

enhance
functionality of the
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MAPI clients.
These functions
and constants
include getting

MAPI properties of
various objects,
printing MAPI

messages on the
screen, saving
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email attachments
to the disk,

encrypting the
email attachments

and so on. The
Extended MAPI in
Delphi library has
been successfully
used by thousands
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of Delphi
applications by its
developers, and
the library has

been appreciated
by the Delphi
users. Ever

wondered about
how you can add
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or remove one or
more message
types from a

message
container? Surely
you haven't tried

it before. One way
of doing it is

probably quite
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obvious - and that
is to remove the
message type

from the container
entirely. This will

mean that you will
no longer be able

to see the
message type in
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the MailTips, and
if you copy it to
the Clipboard, it
will be removed

from the clipboard
also. But there's

another way to do
it, and it's a lot
more powerful.
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This feature allows
you to specify the
message type and
the message type
group to which it
belongs, and this

information will be
stored in the

container itself.
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This means that
not only will you

be able to remove
message types

from your
containers, but

you can also add
them back. It's a

great feature, and
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I'm looking
forward to

showing you how
it's done. To see
this in action, we
need to create a

new item - a
message type

group. We'll call it
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"New Group
Type", and we will

store it in the
"Group Types"
folder. In the

"Message Types"
folder, create a
message type

called "New Group
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Type" and name it
"New Group" The
first thing we'll do
is to register this
message type to

the Explorer's
context menu. To

do this,
Extended MAPI In Delphi Crack + License Code &

Keygen
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E-mailMessage
class: It holds all

possible
properties for an e-

mailmessage as
well as properties

needed by the
MAPI dialogues.
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OLEObjects: This
class contains
functions for

communication
with ActiveX

controls of Office
and Sharepoint.
MAPIproperties:
This is a set of
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constants that can
be used in Delphi
to get access to
information from

MAPI. WindowsAPI:
This interface

allows us to use
the Win32 API for
applications on
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Windows, but also
has an ActiveX
control that you

can use to
communicate with

Outlook.
Installation

Extended MAPI in
Delphi Torrent
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Download is
packaged in a DLL

and you can
compile it at will.

The DLL is
distributed as an

installer for
Microsoft

Exchange 2010 or
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later. Procedure to
get start To get
access to MAPI

properties, save
the Extended MAPI

in Delphi Serial
Key installer on

your hard disk and
extract it. Run the
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EXE (Extended
MAPI) file and then

choose Add and
choose to add
some of the
properties in

Windows Registry.
The installation
will restart your
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computer and in
order to register

the MAPI
properties at your
exchange server

you need to
restart the Exchan

geMAPIActivate
function. To log
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into an Exchange
Server in

Extended MAPI in
Delphi you can

create the
following function:
To test if you have

successfully
logged into
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exchange server,
test your inbox or

public folders:
Public folders:

Test your public
folders to see if
you get there.
Inbox: Use the
GetNewItems
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function on an
IMAPIFolder object

with a string
consisting of an
email address as
the mailbox. After

logging in, you
can use the

ServerSessions
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property on an E-
MailMessage
object to get

information about
your current

session. This will
show you the type
of E-Mail type you
are in. Sessions in
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Extended MAPI in
Delphi: Sessions in
Delphi is the name

by which it is
known in the E-

Mail protocol that
you might be in

when having
access to an
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Exchange Server.
It has the

following values:
You can get

access to the
properties by

creating a
procedure in

which you can test
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the properties of a
Session. If you

want to save this
information to a
text file, you can

do so by using this
code: Procedure to
save information
about the Session
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in Extended MAPI
in Delphi:

Modifications and
Changes You can

add more
functions to
3a67dffeec
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--------------------------
---- Extended MAPI
in Delphi enables
you to use MAPI in
Delphi and can
save and load
your mailbox data.
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Key features of
Extended MAPI in
Delphi: ---------------
--------------------------
- * Robust,
because Extended
MAPI library
provides MAPI
thread model
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compatibility, full
backward and
forward
compatibility with
32-bit and 64-bit
applications. *
Compatible with
Microsoft
Exchange Server.
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With the help of
Extended MAPI
you will be able to
access mailbox,
save and receive
messages, access
Public folders and
more. * Support
for reading and
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writing native
formats of e-mail
data, including:
msm, vcard, vcf,
vcard, vada,
vcard, tiff, vcard,
ps, psf, psd, pst,
pstm, pstw, ppt
and pps. * Easy to
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use. With the help
of Extended MAPI
you will be able to
create and get
access to your
mailbox items. *
Fast speed.
Supported part of
the Extended MAPI
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library runs in
64-bit mode,
which makes the
whole Extended
MAPI in Delphi
quite fast.
Extended MAPI in
Delphi supports all
client API
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functions,
regardless of the
exchange version
and the SMTP
server type. For
example, you can
use Extended
MAPI to get your
mailbox items,
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save or delete
attachments,
create new mail
items. You can
also save and load
Exchange Public
folders, create
new e-mail drafts,
save or delete e-
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mail messages.
You can also use
Extended MAPI in
Delphi to get or
change your
Exchange account
properties.
IMAP4K is required
to run Extended
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MAPI in Delphi,
but it does not
include IMAP4K
library or use its
functions. To use
Extended MAPI in
Delphi, you need
to run a separate
MAPI library. In
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addition to this,
you need to add
IMAP4K library to
your application. If
you're using
IMAP4K in your
application,
IMAP4K library will
be the default
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MAPI library. If you
want to use
Extended MAPI,
you need to
explicitly set the
MAPI API to
Extended MAPI. To
do that you need
to include the
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Extended MAPI in
Delphi like this:
{$APPTYPE
CONSOLE} uses
ExtendedMAPI in
Delphi; ... Extende
dMAPI.Initialize; Ex
tendedMAPI.Clear
ServerCache; Ext
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What's New in the?

Component is an
ActiveX control
that implements
Delphi's Extended
MAPI interface to
send and receive
messages from
different types of
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mailboxes.
Extended MAPI in
Delphi is a useful
library that
provides users
with various
procedures,
functions and
constants and
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enables them to
log into Microsoft
Exchange Server
in order to access
the mailbox and
save or send
attachments and
messages from
Delphi. With the
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help of Extended
MAPI in Delphi you
can also have the
possibility to test
MAPI property
fields and easily
get access to
Exchange Public
folders from
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Delphi. Extended
MAPI in Delphi
Description:
Component is an
ActiveX control
that implements
Delphi's Extended
MAPI interface to
send and receive
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messages from
different types of
mailboxes.
Extended MAPI in
Delphi is a useful
library that
provides users
with various
procedures,
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functions and
constants and
enables them to
log into Microsoft
Exchange Server
in order to access
the mailbox and
save or send
attachments and
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messages from
Delphi. With the
help of Extended
MAPI in Delphi you
can also have the
possibility to test
MAPI property
fields and easily
get access to
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Exchange Public
folders from
Delphi. Extended
MAPI in Delphi
Description:
Component is an
ActiveX control
that implements
Delphi's Extended
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MAPI interface to
send and receive
messages from
different types of
mailboxes.
Extended MAPI in
Delphi is a useful
library that
provides users
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with various
procedures,
functions and
constants and
enables them to
log into Microsoft
Exchange Server
in order to access
the mailbox and
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save or send
attachments and
messages from
Delphi. With the
help of Extended
MAPI in Delphi you
can also have the
possibility to test
MAPI property
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fields and easily
get access to
Exchange Public
folders from
Delphi. Extended
MAPI in Delphi
Description:
Component is an
ActiveX control
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that implements
Delphi's Extended
MAPI interface to
send and receive
messages from
different types of
mailboxes.
Extended MAPI in
Delphi is a useful
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library that
provides users
with various
procedures,
functions and
constants and
enables them to
log into Microsoft
Exchange Server
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in order to access
the mailbox and
save or send
attachments and
messages from
Delphi. With the
help of Extended
MAPI in Delphi you
can also have the
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possibility to test
MAPI property
fields and easily
get access to
Exchange Public
folders from
Delphi. Extended
MAPI in Delphi
Description:
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Component is an
ActiveX control
that implements
Delphi's Extended
MAPI interface to
send and receive
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System Requirements For Extended MAPI In Delphi:

- Windows XP /
Windows 7 /
Windows 8 64-bit
(SP1) or later -
2GB of RAM - Intel
3.0 GHz or higher
processor -
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Microsoft DirectX
8.0 or later NVIDIA
GeForce GTS 450
(512MB or higher)
AMD Radeon HD
6670 or higher
(1GB or higher)
Pentium 4 CPU or
higher (1.6 GHz or
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higher) This game
is written in
"64-bit Windows
only" mode. If you
have the "32-bit"
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